. We will come back to the significance mediate and profound: the spliceosomal mechanism of this interaction in the context of the mammalian catamust be fundamentally RNA-based. Several scenarios lytic core. were proposed. In one extreme view, the trans-acting Metal Ion Catalysis in the Spliceosome snRNAs are considered as "escaped domains" from the A key issue in evaluating the spliceosome as a potential highly conserved secondary structure of group II introns. ribozyme is the role of metal ions. While it is well known At the other extreme, commonalities between group II that divalent cations are crucial for the correct folding introns and the spliceosomal machinery merely reflect of RNA (e.g., by neutralizing negative charge in closely the constraints of RNA chemistry, i.e., convergent evoluapposed RNA helices), it now appears that many ribotion (Weiner, 1993). The resolution of this debate will zymes are metallo-enzymes, as are many protein phosphoryl transferases (Narlikar and Herschlag, 1997). A powerful technique for identifying potentially catalytic
rescue catalytic activity. While failure to rescue cannot be reliably interpreted, a successful specificity switch is taken as strong evidence of a catalytic role for the metal ion at that particular site. Although a critical structural role cannot be formally excluded, the binding sites for structural ions are generally thought to be less sensitive to substitution than are those for catalytic ions.
Application of the metal specificity switch approach to the pre-mRNA substrate has provided evidence that metal ions stabilize the leaving groups during both steps of splicing (Gordon et al., 2000, and references therein). However, application of this approach to the spliceosome per se has been hampered by the requirement that sulfur-substituted snRNAs must then be reconstituted into functional snRNPs in order for their activity to be evaluated. In a significant advance, Lin and coworkers (Yean et al., 2000) have now employed chemical synthesis to introduce sulfur subsitutions at either of the two non-bridging oxygens at specific positions in the U6 snRNA, followed by in vitro reconstitution of the U6 snRNP. Substitution of either phosphorothioate 5Ј of the highly conserved U 80 residue in the U6 intramolecular helix (Figure 2) If group II introns and spliceosomal snRNAs share a common origin, it is predicted that this relationship will metal ion binding sites are so-called "metal specificity be reflected in the conservation of functionally important switch" experiments in which one or more phosphate structural features. In both the spliceosome and group oxygens in the RNA are substituted with sulfur (termed II introns, the branchpoint A is bulged from an RNA helix a phosphorothioate when the substitution is for a non-(Burge et al., 1998). In the former case, the helix (U2:BP, bridging oxygen, and a phosphorothiolate when for a Figure 2 ) is intermolecular. In group II, the BP resides in bridging oxygen Figure 2 ). It remains to be seen whether this 2-base bulge is unique to self-splicing coordinate to sulfur better than to oxygen may then A more extensive analogy can be drawn between dofifth nucleotide of the 5ЈSS is an invariant G and forms a Watson-Crick base pair with the ACAGAG box of U6. main V of group II introns and the region of the catalytic core comprising the U2:U6 and intramolecular U6 heli-A strong prediction of this analogy is the existence of a tertiary interaction between the C:G pairs in the upper ces. Domain V is the single most highly conserved secondary structure element in group II phylogeny; it is an stem of U6 and the U6:5ЈSS helix. Such a demonstration would provide powerful ammunition for the controverirregular helix, due to an internal bulge, and it contains an invariant AGC trinucleotide near the bottom of the sial argument that the spliceosome is an evolutionary descendent of group II introns. helix. Curiously, the requirement for the AGC sequence is greater than for its pairing partner. U6 also has an Chemistry at the "Catalytic Core" of the Spliceosome invariant AGC, which participates in the U2:U6 helix, and genetic analysis in yeast revealed a similar asymmetry:
Ancestral relationships notwithstanding, the operative question remains: what mediates catalysis by the conthe complementary sequence in the U2 pairing partner is markedly more tolerant to mutation than is the U6 temporary spliceosome? Early in the game, a number of devout "RNA World" trinucleotide (Madhani and Guthrie, 1992). Moreover, the U6 intramolecular helix, which likely stacks on this U2:U6 believers tried the obvious experiment of mixing all five, protein-free snRNAs together in a test tube and looking helix, itself has a highly conserved structure, including a bulge on the 3Ј side of the helix.
for ogy, an authentic standard containing an RNA phosphotriester should be chemically synthesized and characterized for its chemical properties. While such analyses have been undertaken for certain organic phosphotriesters, the relevance of these data to the stability of a phosphotriester like that proposed in RNA X remains uncertain. Additionally, RNA X should be purified and subjected to higher-resolution analyses, preferably by
